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volumes " gives the measure of the departure of the whole 
area from the thirty-three-year mean. The sum of the 
two volumes (regardless of sign) is given as the amplitude 
of the departures during the month. Annual mean 
departure numbers and annual mean amplitude numbers 
were obtained and plotted as curves, and compared with 
curves of solar prominences and sun-spots and the mean 
horizontal magnetic force (see figure). (The two tempera
ture curves are inverted.) 

Prof. Bigelow says :-" The synchronism in the long 
period between the two solar curves and the three terres 
trial curves cannot be questioned, that for the magnetic 
field being direct and those for the temperature system of 
the United States being inverse." ... "The synchronism 
between the curves of short period is not so well pro
nounced as for the long period . . . ; " and Prof. Bigelow 
points out that this may well be due to inherent imperfec
tions in the solar and magnetic observations. 

Arguing that an incrPase of solar action produces an 
increase of temperature in the tropics but a relative de
crease in the temperate zones because of the increased 
flow of cold air from the poles to the equatorial regions, 
Prof. Bigelow produces this set of curves as evidence, and 
points out that the succession of minor crests is about 
three years, this being the three-year period which he 
first described in r8g4. 

It is unfortunate that this investigation has been kept 
to the limits of the United States. It does not absolutelv 
follow that the case is proved for the whole temperate 
zone. Prof. Bigelow remarks that " there is a tendency 
for temperature to oscillate about a sort of nodal line on 
the Eastern Edge of the Rocky Mountain Plateau," and 
one wonders what would have been the effect on the curves 
had the plateau occupied the greater instead of the less 
part of the States. M. 

LONDON COUNTY COUNCIL CONFERENCE 
OF TEACHERS. 

THE meetings held at Birkbeck College on January 5, 
6, and 7, were no less important than those of the 

twelve preceding years. Indeed, the general standard of 
papers read was higher. The audiences ranged from soo 
to Soo, and they showed a better appreciation of improved 
principles and methods than was evident, say, seven years 
ago. In the case of the earlier conferences there was 
undoubtedly a tendency for the listeners to say, " This 
method of teaching is all very well-ideal perhaps-but 
impossible under the conditions in my school." By his 
organisation of these conferences, Dr. Kimmins has 
brought home to those who have attended them the fact 
that work of the finest quality is actually done under 
conditions which appear, or even are, the most adverse. 
Not once, but fifty times, have these meetings demon
strated that the possibility of working on improved lines 
depends on the inspiration of the teacher. 

Recognition of the dominant influence of the teacher in 
the practice, as distinct from the administration, of educa
tion, was made by the chairman of the London County 
Council Education Committee, Mr. E. A. H. Jay, who 
presided at the opening session, and Mrs. Bryant's plea 
for specialisation derives much of its weight from this 
recognition. 

The most largely attended meeting was that opened by 
Mr. George Alexander, who urged the value of dramatisa
tion and of good elocution by the children. It was clear 
that he was preaching to the converted. The discussion 
on " Memory " was of interest, as it brought out in a 
remarkable way the utility to the teacher of recent work 
in experimental psychology, notwithstanding the fact that 
the professional psychologists regard such application of 
their work as premature. The application of scientific 
method to education means that teaching will be brought 
more and more into harmony with an increasingly trust
worthy psychology. Further, it means that the teach
ing of history will be more scientific (as exemplified 
in the masterly paper read by Mr. B. Lewis) and the 
teaching of science more historical and humanistic. It 
will mean a new educational era. 
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Specialisation in Teaching. 
Mrs. Bryant, headmistress of the North London 

Collegiate School, opened the discussion on this subject 
with a paper advocating a certain degree of specialisation 
on the part of every teacher of a staff. She assumed that 
it was more normal for teachers to specialise than not 
and that there was something artificial in a school where 
every teacher taught everything. In a condition of free 
growth, schools developed from a minimum of specialisa
tion in the subjects taken by each teacher towards a state 
in which nearly all progressive teachers specialised more 
or less. Specialisation did not mean limitation entirely 
to one subject; still less did it mean one teacher, one 
subject, all the teacher's life. There were persons who 
taught mathematics only, or classics only, or science only, 
for all their life's career. These were specialists in a 
special sense; but these subjects were not only large in 
extent, but multiple in the nature of the subject-matter 
they comprised. There was, however, a specialisation 
open to the humblest holder of a pass degree or a 
teacher's certificate. For all sorts of reasons, teachers. 
have the ability and an impulse to specialise-and to vary 
their speciality. To learn a new thing and then have an 
audience to talk to and make talk about it-this is the· 
joy of the teacher who is (not merely was) a student also. 
Moreover, the learners share the joy, and are stimulated 
thereby. Again, the move may come from a sense that 
there is a need for a certain kind of knowledge in the 
school curriculum. We see this just now in the case of 
teachers who believe that Scripture should be taught with 
more intelligence and scholarship. The practical motive 
sets going the movement towards patient study, and 
presently we have enthusiastic learners who are also 
effective teachers. The modern head of a school could 
organise the work so that each teacher took a larger 
share in the work she was best fitted to teach, so that 
without one dismissal or resignation the advantages of 
limited specialisation could be secured. These advantages 
were great :-(1) the scholarship of the teaching staff was 
raised, and therewith that of the learners, ideas were more 
accurate, inquiry more thorough, interest more real, 
curiosity more lively and fresh; (2) the teacher became 
a student, and to little children the reality of this made 
all the difference. The good teacher is always finding 
some new problem and solving it, just as the bad adminis
trator is always trying beforehand to settle how every
thing is to be done. It was well that variety of personal 
influence should be brought to bear upon the child; 
over, the sense of belonging, not to the class merely, but 
to the larger whole of the school, is quickened when the 
child has real acquaintance with many members of the 
staff. 

Mr. Frank Bulley gave a clear account of the simple 
arrangements made in the John Ruskin School, whereby 
the main advantages of specialisation are being secured in 
an elementary school. Dr. Borland urged that assistant 
teachers should be encouraged to specialise in music, and 
that one or more of such " specialists " should be included 
in every staff. 

Memory. 
Prof. J. Adams presided over the second session, which 

was devoted to the psychology of memory and the in
fluence which our knowledge of this subject should have 
upon teaching. The chairman introduced the subject with 
an indication of its difficulty and importance. Dr. C. 
Spearman spoke on " The Relation of the Memory to the 
Will." The paper pointed out the remarkable contrast 
between the present cultivation of the study of memory 
by psychology and its neglect by education. This was 
attributed to an unfortunate want of touch between educa
tion and psychology, arising largely from the defective 
character of most psychological text-books. As a result, 
educationists have generally failed to recognise that 
memory, taken in its largest significance, embraces more 
or less exhaustively all the mental processes whatever, of 
intellect, and even of will. There are, indeed, most 
important differences between its higher and its lower 
manifestations, seeing that some persons excelled in the 
one and some in the latter. Our present exaggerated 
examination system is, in fact, chiefly disastrous owing 
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to its predominant cultivation of the lower kinds and to 
its showering its rewards and honours upon the pupils 
endowed with these. But, on the other hand, there are 
also most important resemblances between the two kinds ; 
the fundamental laws of mind have the same form in both 
cases, and the study of the simpler and more accessible 
kind seems an indispensable preliminary to obtaining any 
really scientific and effective grasp of the higher ones. 
Various instances were given to illustrate the light shed 
in this manner on many of the most difficult problems in 
the education of the will, such as the encouragement of 
good impulses and the repression of bad ones; the fallacies 
were exposed which underlie the present harmful emphasis 
laid on game contests between schools, and the pernicious 
exaggeration of examinations. 

The Teaching of Geography. 

Mr. B. C. \Vallis gave an account of the five years' 
course adopted in the County Secondary School, Holloway. 
The first stage dealt with the globe as a model of the 
earth, and was mainly observational and descriptive. The 
second stage occupied three years, and was largely 
heuristic in character, involving quantitative work relating 
to the world, the North Atlantic shore lands, and the 
British Isles. In the third stage an attempt was made 
to apply methods of investigation used in the previous 
stage to the original authorities, chiefly Governmpnt 
publications. 

Mr. C. ]. Rose dealt with "Open-air Teaching of Geo
graphy," and the financial difficulties in the poorer dis
tricts received attention. Mr. C. J. Fairgrieve discussed 
the problem of the ideal room for indoor teaching of the 
subject, a problem which certainly needs more attention 
than it has received hitherto. Mr. Alford Smith opened 
a useful discussion, and it appears that the revolution in 
the treatment of geography which has already been accom
plished in most secondary schools is making headway in 
elementary schools, in spite of defective maps and atlases. 
A great amount of energy, ingenuity, and knowledge is 
being shown by the most progressive teachers of all classes 
of schools in the construction of home-made apparatus of 
a teaching power far surpassing the products of the trade. 

Educational Experiments in Schools. 

Mr. B. Lewis described the combined scheme of history 
and geography adopted at the Old Castle Street School. 
Compared with the sciences, history was apparently 
amorphous, and clear ideas were best obtained by focussing 
many converging lines of association on events of world
wide import. He adopted the chronological method; the 
concentric method failed to emphasise growth and develop
ment. He contrasted present with past, and thus tried 
to cultivate historical feeling. The physical geography of 
Britain was studied with special reference to the Saxon 
invasion, that of each European country was associated 
with that period of its history when it most closely in
fluenced England. For similar reasons the geography of 
America and India was treated in connection with the 
events of the eighteenth century, that of the China Seas 
studied when the Russo-} apanese war was the historical 
topic, viz. at the end of the course. At the same time 
the geography of Britain and Europe was distributed over 
all the standards, as appeared from the details given of 
one section of the course. The manner in which the 
scheme was worked out led the chairman, Sir Alfred 
Keogh, to declare that it was the finest piece of short 
historical description ever delivered. The Rector of the 
Imperial College also warmly endorsed the plea, put for
ward in a paper by Mr. A. G. Gawler, for individual 
work even in large classes. Mr. Gawler's opinion is that 
in teaching the path of individuality is the path of least 
resistance, and the boy who journeyed along it lifted him
self to a higher plane. In the meeting papers 
were read on " Number Teaching," " Stencilling," and 
"Animals in Infant Schools." Prof. M. J. M. Hill pre
sided, and dwelt upon the association of the University 
of London with the County Council in promoting educa
tional efficiency. 

G. F. D. 
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THE i'viAKING OF A DARWIN.' 
I MAY take my text from a recent remark of Henry 

Fairfield Osborn, to the effect that a Darwin could 
not be produced in the American university of to-day. 
This raises a number of questions, some of them un
answerable, but all of them worthy of the attention of 
scientific men interested in the continuance of a race of 
investigators. 

As a starting point we may quote Prof. Osborn's words 
in full:-

" If ' the poet is born, not made,' the man of science is 
surely both born and made. Rare as was Darwin's 
genius, it was not more rare than the wonderful succession 
of outward events which shaped his life. It was true in 
1817, as to-day, that few teachers teach and few educators 
educate. It is true that those were the dull days of 
classical and mathematical drill. Yet look at the roster 
of Cambridge and see the men it produced. From 
Darwin's regular college work he may have gained but 
little, yet he was all the while enjoying an exceptional 
training. Step by step he was made a strong man by a 
mental guidance which is without parallel, by the precepts 
and example of his father, for whom he held the greatest 
reverence, by his reading the poetry of Shakspere, 
vVordsworth, Coleridge and Milton, and the scientific 
prose of Paley, Herschel and Humboldt, by the subtle 
scholarly influences of old Cambridge, by the scientific 
inspirations and advice of Henslow, by the masterful 
inductive influence of the geologist Lyell, and by the 
great nature panorama of the voyage of the Beagle. 

" The college mates of Darwin saw more truly than he 
himself what the old University was doing for him. 
Prof. Poulton, of Oxford, believes that the kind of life 
which so favoured Darwin's mind has largely disappeared 
in English universities, especially under the sharp system 
of competitive examinations. Yet this is still more truly 
the atmosphere of old Cambridge to-day than of any of 
our American institutions. It would be an interesting 
subject to debate whether we could nurture such a man ; 
whether Darwin, were he entered at a Columbia, a 
Harvard, or a Princeton, could develop mentally, as 
Charles Darwin did at Cambridge in 1817. I believe that 
conditions for the favourable nurture of such a mind are 
not with us. They are repose, time for continuous 
thought, respect for the man of brains and of individuality, 
and of such peculiar tastes as Darwin displayed in his 
avidity for collecting beetles, freedom from mental con
vention, general sympathy for nature, and, above all, order 
in the world of ideas. If the genial mind cannot find 
the kindred mind, it cannot develop. Many American 
school and college men are laughed out of the finest 
promptings of their natures. In short, I believe our 
intellectual environment would be distinctly against a 
young Darwin of to-day." 

These words of Osborn hint at certain weaknesses in 
our American educational system to which I shall refer 
later on. Meanwhile, I do not think that it is the whole 
truth or whollv the truth. If a Darwin were to be 
" laughed out of his career, the event would have 
occurred in the English secondary school, where he was, 
in fact, nicknamed " Gas " on account of his interest in 
chemistry ; and it is certainly not true that in the old 
Cambridge or the new Cambridge there is as hi14h a 
valuation of unexpected originality as the supposititious 
young Darwin would find to-day in America. 

I think that the elements which make up a Darwin 
can be reduced to three, whereof the first far overtops 
the others, the heredity of great genius being far more 
rare than one would infer from Osborn's words, and far 
more difficult to mar or discourage. 

What, then, are the elements that we unite to make a 
great investigator, not of Darwin's class, let us say, for 
that comes only with many centuries, but a naturalist not 
unworthy to come in as a footnote to a pa14e on 
Darwinism? The fundamental elements, as I take it, are 
these three : first, the original material, to which we may 
look to heredity alone; second, meeting nature at first 

1 Presidential addre<>s delivered before the American Association for the 
Advancement of Science, Minneapolis, December 27, 1gro, by Dr. David 
Starr Jordan. 
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